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Jazzy/Pop/R&B Grooves to "Make It Mellow". 14 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music, JAZZ:

Smooth Jazz Details: The Craig Te. Project Craig T. Erquhart Sr. A.K.A "Craig Te" A musician /

songwriter / producer / engineer and president of his own record label "My Heart Records". Craig Te's

experience in the music industry spans over twenty five years; working with various artists in the Detroit

metropolitan area. The list of names are long but here's the short one; Rev. Marvin Miller, Darcel Mason,

Pleze Raybon, Darron Moore and the 14th floor, Ventrice Bankhead, Sonlight, Otis Johnson, Joncranelli,

Craig Walker, Von, Billy, Paul Bell, Chill Afx, Dennis Coffee, Fred Hammond, Michael Brooks, Melvin

James, Jean Star Gator and Castleberry Toys, Jean Hilton Ministries, Sheila Loveley, J-sun, Bashiri,

S-Dot, Devi-oso-clean, Willie-D, Doe Banks, Hope, C Jay and many more. As an "old school" musician

who played in church and later played in various clubs from Detroit to Los Angeles, he learned a wide

variety of music; as a recording engineer who has recorded jazz, gospel, rock, children's music, poetry,

gospel children stories, R&B, hip hop and rap artist; he was able to learn and capture what these artists

wanted. The Craig Te Project is all about trying to bring the old and new together, with simple grooves

and melodies that make you "feel good". "Evening Shades" is a composite of this concept, not too far

right or left on the jazzy tracks but just enough flavor to keep it current. The R&B track "Fallen" sung by C

Jay, is a track that all the guys should play for that special lady. Fallen" is a neo-soul type track with old

school lyrics, that is to say (lyric about being and falling in love) while keeping with the current trend of

simple chord progressions and drum patterns. This song is filled with great melodies and harmonies; C

Jay's vocal style is well suited for this track, but wait till you hear his up and coming R&B CD, it will be like

none you have ever heard, look for it! "Evening Shades" all of the tracks were performed by Craig Te.

Craig Te's new record label "My Heart Records" web site will soon be launched; see and hear our wide
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variety of artists and "enjoy the difference". Also look for a new instrumental group called "Chill Afx"

currently working on its debut CD filled with that "feel good" music. Send your comments to

cerk1055@aol.com.
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